INTEGRITY
Integrating ESG factors

A natural evolution of Russell Investments’ manager research
Our responsible investing practices are drawn from our beliefs and policy.1 This paper focuses on our second belief: We believe
a deep understanding of how ESG factors impact security prices is value-adding to a skilful investment process.
One way we incorporate environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into our investment process is when evaluating
asset managers’ investment strategies.

ESG integration: From niche to mainstream
We believe ESG considerations should sit alongside traditional assessments as a part of the overall investment considerations
for strategy evaluation, instead of stand-alone criteria. So, as a natural evolution of our manager research process, manager
research analysts have assigned an ESG rank to individual strategies since 2014.
Amongst the manager universe, we have seen many asset managers treating ESG integration as a niche and a separate
consideration in the past. However, we are starting to see much closer coordination of the firm-level ESG integration efforts to
actual investment practice.
While Russell Investments considers ESG as part of our business and investment approach, our products may not necessarily
be classified as ESG focused (i.e. Article 8 or 9 products as per EU regulation), under current regulatory criteria. It is important to
note that, unless specified, the products referenced in this material should not be assumed to be classified as ESG products
(Article 8 or 9 products under EU regulation).

We segment ESG products into three categories.

Exclusionary screening

Positive ESG integration

Impact/Thematic investing

Avoidance of companies or
controversial sectors (e.g.
weapons, tobacco)

ESG factors embedded into
investment approach to
improve the portfolio’s risk
and return profile

Desire to capture measurable
positive ESG impact
alongside investment returns

Traditional Responsible Investing

We focus on these two

While exclusionary practices are common, we distinguish them from ESG integration which is a broader topic applicable to all
investment products. The focal points of our ESG manager research process are positive ESG integration and impact or thematic
investing products.
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Learn more about our four beliefs by visiting the Russell Investments Responsible Investing webpage.

What is our ESG ranking system?
As part of our manager research evaluation process, we have a dedicated ESG rank that reflects the quality and competitive edge
of asset managers’ investment strategies. These ESG ranks are a qualitative assessment of how well active managers understand
the impact of ESG factors on short and long-term security price evolution, portfolio level risk, and/or the return profile of the
portfolio.
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Manager demonstrates:

Manager demonstrates:

Manager demonstrates:

•

Strong awareness of potential
risk/returns of ESG issues on
securities and portfolios

•

Adequate awareness of potential
risk/returns of ESG issues on
securities and portfolios

•

Meaningful discrepancies
between target ESG guidelines
and portfolio holdings

•

Strong understanding of how
portfolio positioning reflects
management of ESG risks
/contribute to value added

•

Limited understanding of how
portfolio positioning reflects
management of ESG
risks/contribute to value added

•

Manager’s perspective and
analysis on ESG issues lacks
rigour

•

Superior breadth of perspective
and analysis on ESG issues vs
peers

•

Undifferentiated perspective and
analysis on ESG issues vs peers

Our ESG ranking process is integrated into our standard manager research and ranking process; it is not intended to qualify or
disqualify any product on its own. Rather, it is intended to provide us with additional insight on each manager’s product(s).2 Our
overall product rank still reflects our expectations of a strategy’s potential for sustainable excess returns.

Depth of our ESG manager rank coverage
Our manager research team conducts multiple touch points with asset managers.
•

In-depth manager due diligence meetings

•

Annual ESG Manager Survey3

•

Qualitative sources and third-party data and dedicated ESG meetings on an ad hoc
basis

This combination of inputs gives our research analysts more comprehensive picture of whether the manager appropriately
assesses the risk and return impacts of ESG issues on individual portfolio holdings and the overall portfolio construction process.

Breadth of our ESG manager rank coverage
ESG criteria have been an integral part of Russell Investments’ manager research evaluation for several years. The breadth of
our ESG coverage is reflected by our product coverage across over 1,200 products among 4- and 3-ranked strategies. Our
globally-driven, proactive and continuous research efforts have enabled us to have views on ESG integration aspects of asset
managers.4
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Our ESG ranks, like our overall ranks, apply to individual strategies and products rather than to firms.
2019 ESG Survey: How are managers integrating ESG?
For more details, see full document - Russell Investments’ Manager Research: Our integrated ESG capabilities, Yoshie Phillips, November 2018.
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Conclusion
Integrating the level of ESG considerations into our manager investment process is a natural evolution of our investment practice.
Unlike previous findings, we now see that many asset managers are more closely integrating their high-level policies and rhetoric
with their investment practices. ESG factors are definitely becoming a standard part of security selection. The concept of ESG
integration has rapidly evolved in the recent year into a mainstream practice.About Russell Investments
Russell Investments is a global asset manager with a unique set of capabilities that we believe is essential to managing your total
portfolio and to meeting your desired outcome. At Russell Investments, we stand with you, whether you’re an institutional investor,
a financial adviser, or an individual guided by an adviser’s personalised advice. We believe the best way to reach your desired
outcomes is with a multi-asset approach that combines asset allocation, capital markets insights, factor exposures, manager
research and portfolio implementation.
For more information
Call Russell Investments at 44 (0)20 7024 6000 or
visit russellinvestments.com

Important information
For professional clients only
Further information on Russell Investments’ ESG practices and Sustainable Risk policy can be found here.
While Russell Investments considers ESG as part of our business and investment approach, our products may not necessarily be
classified as ESG focused (i.e. Article 8 or 9 products as per EU regulation), under current regulatory criteria. It is important to
note that, unless specified, the products referenced in this material should not be assumed to be classified as ESG products
(Article 8 or 9 products under EU regulation).
Unless otherwise specified, Russell Investments is the source of all data. All information contained in this material is current at
the time of issue and, to the best of our knowledge, accurate. Any opinion expressed is that of Russell Investments, is not a
statement of fact, is subject to change and does not constitute investment advice.
The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the
amount originally invested. Any past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. In the EU this marketing
document has been issued by Russell Investments Ireland Limited. Company No. 213659. Registered in Ireland with registered
office at: 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland. Authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. In the UK this
marketing document has been issued by Russell Investments Limited. Company No. 02086230. Registered in England and Wales
with registered office at: Rex House, 10 Regent Street, London SW1Y 4PE. Telephone +44 (0)20 7024 6000. Authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN. In the Middle East this marketing
document has been issued by Russell Investments Limited a Dubai International Financial Centre company which is regulated by
the Dubai Financial Services Authority at: Office 4, Level 1, Gate Village Building 3, DIFC, PO Box 506591, Dubai UAE. Telephone
+971 4 578 7097.This material should only be marketed towards Professional Clients as defined by the DFSA
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